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Oceans - Cradle of Global Biodiversity 

Oceans are the cradle of Global Biodiversity.  Oceans are so important to understand global 

biodiversity.RS!
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Importance of Marine Life in global biodiversity!

Marine Life is quite important to understand changes of global diversity in the past, present and 

the future.R 

Oceans cover approximately 70% of the Earth’s surface area.!

More than 250,000 species are known in the oceans, from bacteria, protista, shells, corals,   

crastaceans, fishes to marine mammals.  A million species are supposed to living in the oceans.!

Why are marine organisms so rich and diverse?R!

Both various environments on the Earth and long ocean histories are keys to understand 

diversities of life. !
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Diversities in submarine topographies and environments 

Ocean realms extend from polar to tropical regions.  Both warm and cold current systems 

develop in the oceans.  They transport heat and nutrients.!

Various submarine topographies, ridge, trenches, seamounts, canyons and deep-sea floor, are 

distributed in the ocean floor from shoreline to the deep trenches, 11,000m.!

There are hot and cold seepage activities, oxygen depleted water masses and CCDs. !

Different marine environments sustain biodiversity in oceans.!
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Oceans have long histories  

Since very early history of the Earth, ocean has existed.  It was 4.6 Billion years before.R!

Life on the Earth originates in the deep-sea about 4 Billion years before.!

Early evolution of the life progressed in the ancient oceans.  Anoxic environments broadly 

developed in the oceans.  The oceans are important place for biotic evolution.!

Terrestrial biota are separated from marine biota at 0.4 Ba.  Biotic evolution take place in the 

oceans for nine tenth of the Earth history.!

Oceans sustain terrestrial ecosystems at any phase.!
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Land-Sea Linkage!

Oceans give strong influence to the terrestrial environments by material cycles, waters, carbon, 

nitrogen and other nutrients.  Oceanic environments sometimes control land environments.!
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Unknown world remains in the oceans!

Oceans are not transparent.  There are many unexplored oceanic realms on the Earth, in 

particular to the deep-sea.!

Various organisms, even phylum-level higher taxon, are found from oceans as new to science.  

Monoplacopora, Lociferacae, Crinoids, primitive cirripedia, Latimeria and others. !

Diversity and functions of marine ecosystems have not been understood well until now8S!
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Contribution of JAMSTEC!

JAMSTEC, as center of excellence in oceanography of the world, leads ocean researches from 

biological, chemical, physical and geological points of view.!

We should make researches on marine biology for understanding global biodiversity and for 

monitoring and sustaining their changing nature.!
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Summary!

As I stressed in the beginning of my talk, “oceans are cradle of global biodiversities”. JAMSTEC 

research and technological institutions are keenly going forward ocean researches with hope 

and dream. !
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